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Week Two: Up and Running

 

 
Lesson Three: 

The Nitty Gritty of Selling



WELCOME!

Now that you've got your beautiful photos, and

perfected prices it's time to get that work up for

sale in the best light possible.

 

In this lesson we're going to cover...

 

--> How to list works in an online shop

--> How to charge for shipping

--> The best ways to package canvas and

paper works

--> How to create + sell prints

 

Let's dive in!

 

 

 



Put Those Pieces Up For Sale

One of the final steps in getting your biz officially up and
running is listing your work for sale. While this may seem self
explanatory, it's actually important that you hit all the marks
that make your listing trustworthy. This helps make a buyer
more comfortable pulling out their wallet. It helps them to trust
that what they see is what they'll get and that it will arrive
safely. 
 
 
PHOTOS  FOR YOUR LISTING
 
In addition to clear  and well-lit photos of the finished piece
(as covered previously),  I recommend a close up / detail shot
as well as a photo of your work in context.
 
If you're able to  photograph your piece in a well-lit scene, like
a living room , that goes well with the piece-- great!
 
Most of us, however, don't have access to these kind of
photogenic spaces. In which case, I recommend doing a mock-
up. I'll be demonstrating how to easily do this in class on
Photoshop,  but you can also do it in Canvas which is free. 
 
For stock photos I recommend  searching for key words
like "styled mock-up framed art" or "styled mock-up canvas
art"  on Etsy,  Creative Market, or Shutterstok.
 
If you're selling a piece in a frame, consider digitally dropping
your art piece into that frame's product photo.



EXAMPLES

Note: It doesn't have to be perfect! It just needs to give enough of
a visual that someone can imagine how the piece will live in a
space



DESCRIPTION OF YOUR LISTING
 
Your listing description should include:
 
--> Size, Title, Materials Used, Surface and Price
 
--> For canvas pieces: additional info about how the edges are
done (especially  if it's not pictured) and if it comes with a wire
installed.
 
--> Info about varnishing, if relevant
 
--> Any differences in the photo from the actual piece (slightly
enhanced colors, metallics, etc.)
 
--> How and where the piece is signed
 
--> When the piece will ship
 
 
OTHER POSSIBLE NOTES TO INCLUDE
 
--> A short description of the piece or the series it's from
 
--> Or about the process
(i.e. "Each piece is intuitively created with delicate consideration,
sensitivity and mindfulness. I believe each piece carries a specific
energy, and that it has something to say and a gift to offer to the
receiver + viewer. When a piece is complete I listen to the energy it
carries and then bring that into the title.")
 
--> Suggested framing options with clickable links
 
 
**All of this adds to the VALUE of the piece



Shipping Cost

Once your piece is listed, now you need to account for the cost

of SHIPPING.

 

For pieces smaller than 30 x 30 " (when packed) you can go

through the post office. For larger pieces I use UPS. 

 

To keep things simple, I do shipping quotes based on SIZE (when

packed) only within the US.  This means that the cost might be a

little more or less depending on the location, but in a close

enough ball park where things even out in the end. You can find

out quotes for sizes by calling the post office or checking online.

Etsy also provides a great tool for calculating quotes based on

size for USPS, FedEX and UPS.

 

I then create shipping options at checkout based on size ( ie

small paper shipping, medium canvas shipping, etc.). 

 

Other ways  to charge for shipping are:

 

--> Let them know you will invoice them with the shipping cost

after the piece has been sent

 

--> Use a platform like Etsy or Shopify that helps you to calculate

shipping in different ways

 

Since it can be difficult to  predict all international shipping

charges I recommend providing quotes upon request  (unless

you're using a system that will calculate the cost for you, like

Etsy).

 

 

 

 

 



Packaging work to send out can be a daunting thing-- but fear

not! Once you get your systems down, it's an easy  breezy

routine.

 

Canvas:

 

SMALL-MEDIUM CANVAS WORKS

 

For boxed shipping, I always tape a thank you card to the back,

wrap the piece in plastic saran wrap and then wrap it in

bubble wrap before packing it in the box. Once it's place in the

box, I add extra bubble wrap to ensure that it doesn't move

around. 

 

If you're skeptical, you can also add an extra cardboard  "sleeve"

to the front and back before placing it inside.

 

*Never put bubble wrap directly on the face of your art as it

could melt and leave unwanted marks.* 

 

I like to order my canvases online and keep the boxes they come

in for shipping. 

 

 Alternatively, you can buy boxes that will fit the width (you need

at least an extra inch on all sides for packing) and  cut the height

down with box cutters.  These can be bought at UPS, Target,

Walmart, etc. depending on the size you need.

 

You can also order art boxes from companies like  Uline, but I've

found that it's more expensive unless you're going to purchase in

bulk.

 

 

 

Packaging



LARGE CANVAS WORKS

 

UPS will pack your works for you  if you ship with them, so for

larger works I usually purchase their box and let them do the work

(but always hover to make sure they don't let bubble wrap touch

the piece!). You can always order a large art box and do the

same method as above, ensuring that it's packed tightly. 

 

You can also offer to shipped the piece unstretched to save on

cost. In this case you  would roll the canvas and ship it in a tube.

 

 

Paper Works:

 

SMALL - MEDIUM PAPER WORKS

 

For small paper works  wrap the work in acid free paper (I like

decorative tissue paper) or a plastic sleeve  (can be purchased in

packs on Amazon), and then  secure it to a piece of cardboard. I

then tie the whole thing with ribbon or string to make it look

pretty and slip it into a bubble mailer.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LARGE PAPER WORKS

 

For large works on paper, like 18 x 24 in., I use the same

wrapping method  (paper or plastic and then secured to

cardboard) but then slip it into a flattened box. This functions like

an oversized cardboard envelope and keeps the work flat.



First off, what the heck is a Giclee print?

 

A giclee print is a digital inkjet print. It is made using a

combination of pigmented inks and archival substrates

(paper/canvas).The inkjet printer literally blends the colored inks

as it prints to produce seamless, highly detailed prints of stunning

color and detail. They are archival and, when done right, can

replicate the original image beautifully.

 

Prints are a great way to make passive income from a favorite

piece, as you can sell it over and over. They're also a great way

to offer budget friendly ways for buyers to engage with your

work.

 

To discern if offering prints is right for you I encourage you to

consider...

 

--> Who your ideal buyer is (are they someone who is in the

market for prints?)

 

--> If you'd LIKE to make your work more accessible or keep it

more limited (you can always meet in the middle and create

limited edition prints if that feels right for you)

 

--> If it feels FUN and EXCITING for you to sell prints

 

This is something you might need to try out in order to tell if it's

something that feels right for your art or not. Especially as you

are building your business, I encourage you to experiment!

 

 

All About Giclee Prints



Companies like Society6 make it really easy to sell prints (which

can be a great option in the beginning), however, I like to have a

little more control of the quality.

 

My preferred method is to use an online service called Picture

Salon. 

 

The great thing about this service is you can order the print on

demand at a reasonable price and have it shipped directly

to the buyer. While you won't be able to add a personal touch ,

like a note, signature or card, it's a great option in the beginning

when you don't know what your order  volume will be.

 

I've had great experience with their Fine Art Bright White

Paper. 

 

The key with prints is to have a high quality image (see the

photographing section for details!). For prints especially, it's

important that the photo is 300 dpi resolution and was taken on

a tripod (to avoid any movement). The larger the print the better

the image needs to be. I recommend sticking to smaller prints (18

x 24 and less) for photos that you've taken yourself. 

 

 

See the previous lesson on pricing for ideas on how to price

different types of prints!

 

 

That concludes the PDF guide for  this  lesson.

 I'll see you for the next one!
 

 


